Ge t12 ballast wiring diagram

First start by of course turning off the power and disconnecting the black and white wires from
your in coming power feed to the old fixture you could reinstall wire nuts on black and white
power feed wires as to be able to turn power back on to the rest of the lights on that circuit or
leave it off if your the forget full type and might not remember its on when you go to Install the
new ballast. As with all projects, I like to start by snapping a few pictures of how the old fixture
was laid out before starting to disassemble. Not real important in this project since we will be
rebuilding the fixture. In this step we will be completely disassembling all of this light fixture
down to leaving just the outer shell. Cut out the Red, Blue and yellow wires near each ballast.
Than remove the 10mm nuts 1 holding each ballast in place, Note: They will be a bit heavy and if
your on a ladder take care to slip off or drop one. Each side of the fixture has 4 Blub plugs AKA
"tombstone connectors" 8 in total. Remove side metal bar by prying the slotted tab holding the
bracket in place on both sides. You should see the remainder of the red, blue, yellow and maybe
even a black linking wire running in and out of the connectors. Now that you have all the guts
removed from the old fixture we can start to work on removing the old wire ends and resetting
the old tombstones to be re-used with the new T8 electronic ballast. I found that two of the old
tombstone connectors were cracked so I will show how I replaced them also. Start here by
removing each tombstone from slots on the metal bar. Pay close attention to what groves of the
tombstone are in the slots on the bar. Here is where snaping a pic will help reinstall later. Once
removed from the bar, you can pry the staple from the back on the tombstone. I used a small flat
head screwdriver, wigle and pryed each corner. Try not to ruin or mangle the staple you will be
reusing it. This should free up the carboard backing to be removed and reveal the contact tabs
inside. To remove any old wire ends still in the tombstone simply poke a ale or small phillps
screwdriver in next to the wire and the wire should drop out the front. After removing any misc
wire be sure to remove each brass contact tab and lightly bend the wire contact tab end up and
reinstall them back into the tombstone you will know this is done right when the contact tabs
stay in the tombstone on their own and wil not be lose. Than lay the carboard backing back on
the tombstone and reinstall the staple holding it in place. This may require alittle reshaping the
staple. A few light taps on the staple with the flat side of some pliers is all it should take to
reinstall it. All done with only 7 more to go. As I had mentioned , I found that two of the original
tombstone had cracks in them and some missing pieces. I thought in best to replace them with
new ones. You can get them at most home stores in the lighting section. Please Note: The new
tombstones are taller than the old ones I'm replacing so I resolved this by installing them at
opposite ends of the same bulb. I know that I could have got mini new replacement tombstones
that would not have been so tall however, height clearance was not a problem in this fixture,
could be in yours so this is something be aware of. These new connectors also have a little
different wire push connection. Once your done with rebuilding the old tombstones you can
reinstall them in the metal holding bar for both sides. Before wiring to the ballast all of the 8
tombstones get a jumper wire to connect one side to the other so you could do that a head of
time or as you go. As you can see in the diagram one of each red wire goes to its own
tombstone on one side. Same with each of the blue wires to its own connector. Now on the
other side you will wire one of the yellow wires to a tombstone and than run a little wire
connecting that tombstone to the next one. Perform the same procedure for the blue wire
tombstones. You can see what the jumper wires look like along with what my finished rewired
ballast looked like. Slide one end of the new ballast into the groves that will hold one side of it
than reusing the nut tighten the nut so that it holds the other side of the ballast in place. Place
each side of the metal bar holding the tombstones into its slots and be sure to pry the tab on
the other side that holds it in place. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. By altered14 Reagle
Design Follow. More by the author:. About: I have been a full time bicycle mechanic for the past
15 years. I also do some graphic and web design. Replacing two T12 fluorescent light fixture
magnetic ballasts with one t8 electronic ballast. Here we will be wiring the new ballast to the old
and some new tombstones. Follow the wiring diagram that came with your new ballast. My
diagram has two red, two blue and two yellow. Lastly, once you new ballast wired up you can
reinstall it into you fixture. Start by turning the feed power off again. Once all parts are in you
can connected the power feed wires to the new ballast. Install the ballast cover in the reverse of
how you removed it. Very Important be sure to replace all blubs with new T8 style blubs. Close it
up and your all done!!! Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed
Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. JamesE32 Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Answer
Upvote. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of 2 lamp t12 ballast wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the components of
the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and also signal connections between the
devices. A wiring diagram generally gives information regarding the loved one position as well
as plan of devices and also terminals on the gadgets, to aid in building or servicing the device.

A photographic representation would certainly show much more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic notation to stress
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to troubleshoot
issues and making sure that all the connections have been made which everything is existing.
Assortment of 2 lamp t12 ballast wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it
to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the
physical links as well as physical design of an electric system or circuit. It shows how the
electric cords are interconnected and can also show where components and also components
might be linked to the system. Usage wiring layouts to help in structure or producing the circuit
or electronic tool. They are likewise useful for making fixings. DIY fanatics use electrical wiring
representations yet they are likewise common in residence structure and vehicle repair. For
instance, a home builder will intend to confirm the physical place of electric outlets and also
lighting fixtures utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent costly errors and building code infractions.
A schematic reveals the strategy and feature for an electric circuit, but is not interested in the
physical design of the cables. Circuitry representations reveal how the cords are linked as well
as where they need to found in the real device, along with the physical links between all the
parts. Unlike a photographic layout, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified shapes and
lines to reveal components. Pictorial layouts are often photos with tags or highly-detailed
drawings of the physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it suggests the
lines are connected. Many signs utilized on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the
real objects they stand for. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to
the cable, a lot like a light button you can turn on and off. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of
t12 ballast wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial depiction of
an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power
and also signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram generally provides
information about the relative setting and plan of tools as well as terminals on the tools, in order
to help in building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial layout would show a lot more information
of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic symbols to
stress interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is typically used to repair
problems and to make certain that all the links have been made and also that every little thing is
present. Variety of t12 ballast wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to
your computer by right clicking on the image. Building circuitry representations reveal the
approximate places as well as interconnections of receptacles, lighting, as well as irreversible
electrical solutions in a structure. Interconnecting cable paths may be revealed about, where
certain receptacles or components need to get on a typical circuit. The electrical icons not only
show where something is to be installed, but also what kind of gadget is being installed. A
surface ceiling light is shown by one sign, a recessed ceiling light has a various symbol, and a
surface fluorescent light has one more icon. On large jobs signs might be phoned number to
show, for example, the panel board and also circuit to which the gadget links, as well as also to
determine which of several kinds of component are to be mounted at that area. A set of circuitry
diagrams may be needed by the electric assessment authority to authorize connection of the
home to the general public electrical supply system. Electrical wiring representations will
additionally include panel timetables for circuit breaker panelboards, as well as riser
representations for special services such as smoke alarm or shut circuit tv or various other
special solutions. Wiring Diagram Sample. Assortment of 2 lamp t12 ballast wiring diagram you
are able to download free of charge. Please download these 2 lamp t12 ballast wiring diagram
by using the download button, or right select selected image, then use Save Image menu. A
wiring diagram is an easy visual representation from the physical connections and physical
layout of your electrical system or circuit. It shows what sort of electrical wires are
interconnected which enable it to also show where fixtures and components could possibly be
connected to the system. Wiring diagrams help technicians to find out how the controls are
wired to the system. Many people can understand and understand schematics called label or
line diagrams. This type of diagram is like choosing a photograph in the parts and wires all
connected up. A wiring diagram is a straightforward visual representation with the physical
connections and physical layout associated with an electrical system or circuit. It shows how a
electrical wires are interconnected and can also show where fixtures and components could be
connected to the system. Use wiring diagrams to assist in building or manufacturing the circuit
or digital camera. They are also ideal for making repairs. DIY enthusiasts use wiring diagrams
however they are also common home based building and auto repair. For example, a house
builder will want to look at the place of business of electrical outlets and light fixtures
employing a wiring diagram in order to avoid costly mistakes and building code violations. A
schematic shows the master plan and function with an electrical circuit, but is not worried about

the physical layout with the wires. Wiring diagrams show how a wires are connected and where
they ought to perfectly located at the actual device, along with the physical connections
between every one of the components. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram uses
abstract or simplified shapes and lines to exhibit components. Pictorial diagrams are often
photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings in the physical components. If a line touching
another line includes a black dot, it indicates the lines are connected. Most symbols suited for a
wiring diagram look like abstract versions in the real objects they represent. For example, a
switch would have been a enter the fishing line having a line with an angle for the wire,
comparable to the light source switch you can flip don and doff. A resistor will be represented
having a compilation of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of current flow. An antenna can be
a straight line with three small lines branching off at its end, comparable to an actual antenna.
Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. Assortment of ge t12 ballast wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard photographic representation of an electric
circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the power and also
signal links in between the devices. A wiring diagram normally gives details concerning the
loved one position and plan of gadgets and terminals on the devices, to help in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial representation would reveal more detail of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over
physical look. A wiring diagram is usually utilized to fix issues and also to earn sure that all the
connections have been made which whatever is present. File Type: JPG. Source: adcoreme.
Source: wiringdiagramapp. Collection of ge t12 ballast wiring diagram. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural wiring
layouts show the approximate areas and interconnections of receptacles, lights, and long-term
electric services in a structure. Interconnecting wire paths might be revealed roughly, where
certain receptacles or fixtures need to get on a typical circuit. Electrical wiring diagrams make
use of common icons for wiring gadgets, typically various from those utilized on schematic
layouts. The electric icons not only show where something is to be set up, however al
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so just what sort of tool is being set up. A surface area ceiling light is revealed by one icon, a
recessed ceiling light has a different symbol, and a surface area fluorescent light has an
additional sign. Each sort of button has a various sign as well as so do the numerous outlets.
There are symbols that reveal the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, as well as
thermostat. On huge tasks signs might be numbered to show, as an example, the panel board
as well as circuit to which the device links, as well as to determine which of numerous kinds of
component are to be installed at that area. A collection of circuitry diagrams might be needed
by the electric assessment authority to accept link of the house to the general public electrical
supply system. Wiring layouts will additionally include panel routines for breaker panelboards,
as well as riser diagrams for special solutions such as emergency alarm or closed circuit
television or other unique services. You may also like.

